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Normal-state properties of ABa2Cu307 y compounds (A =Y and Gd):
Electron-electron correlations
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Resistivity, thermoelectric power, Hall eA'ect, and magnetic susceptibility measurements are re-
ported in the normal state of the high-T, compounds YBa2Cu307 —y and GdBa2Cu307 —y The re-
sults are diff'erent from those expected for an uncorrelated metallic band. We suggest that
Coulomb interactions are important and that the interaction energy is comparable to or larger
than the uncorrelated bandwidth, leading to moderately heavy-fermion-like behavior in the nor-
mal state. The Sommerfeld coefFicient y calculated from the susceptibility indicates that the
electron-phonon coupling constant at T, is not unusually large.

There is considerable current interest in the mechanism
which may lead to the rather high superconducting transi-
tion temperatures in recently discovered oxide supercon-
ductors. Several novel mechanisms, most based on strong
electron-electron ' and/or electron-lattice interactions,
have been proposed. The importance of electron-electron
interactions has been suggested in the La2Cu04 —y based
superconductors, with the parent compound also display-
ing well-defined magnetic anomalies.

We report resistivity(p), Hall effect (RH), thermoelec-
tric power (S), and magnetic susceptibility (X) measure-
ments for the normal state of two superconductors,
ABa2Cu307 —y with A =Y and Gd. Aside from obvious
differences in the magnetic susceptibility (a result of the
magnetic Gd ion), normal-state properties of the two com-
pounds are similar. However, the transport and magnetic
properties are distinctively diA'erent from those of simple
uncor related metals and indicate the importance of
electron-electron interactions with no substantial
electron-phonon enhancement at T,. Even with those in-
teractions considered, details of the temperature depen-
dence of the various quantities remain unexplained.

Samples of nominal composition ABa2Cu307 —y were
prepared by conventional ceramic powder techniques
starting with oxides for the Cu and Y or Gd, and barium
carbonate. The starting materials were ground and fired
three times in oxygen at 900-950 C to form the super-
conducting phase, slowly cooled in oxygen, and sintered
into the shape of pellets. Transport measurements were
performed using conventional dc and/or low-frequency ac
techniques, and the magnetic susceptibility was measured
with a Quantum Design superconducting quantum in-
terference device (SQUID) susceptometer. All measure-
ments were performed on pieces taken from the same pel-
let.
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FIG. 1. Resistance, normalized by its value at 300 K, as a
function of temperature for YBa2Cu307 —y and GdBa2Cu307 —y.
Typical values for the resistivity of both samples at room tem-
perature are 500 p 0 cm or greater. Higher values for the resis-
tivity are found in less-well-sintered specimens. The inset shows
a rather sharp phase transition (hT, 0.6 K).

In Fig. 1, the normalized resistivity is plotted for both
compounds as a function of temperature. The magnitude
of the resistivity at room temperature is p 500 pQ cm in

typical well-sintered samples. In all cases, the resistivity
decreases linearly with temperature down to T-120 K,
where it begins to fall more rapidly. From the measure-
ments in Fig. 1, we obtain the transition temperatures
T, =92 and 94.5 K for the Y and Gd compounds, respec-
tively. The transition widths are typically between 0.5
and 2 K from 10% to 90% of the normal resistance.
Meissner effect measurements indicate 20% (for Gd) and
40% (for Y) of perfect diamagnetism at 7 K in these sam-
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ples, while shielding experiments show 90%- 100% of
—I/4~.

The Hall coefficient as a function of temperature is
shown in Fig. 2 for the Gd compound. The Hall
coefficient is more than an order of magnitude larger than
that of copper (and with a positive sign) indicating a small
number of holelike carriers. The temperature dependence
can be well described by RH =const/T, which in terms of
a single-band model suggests the carrier number increases
roughly linearly with increasing temperature. Since the
Hall coefficient of Y compound sho~s the same tempera-
ture dependence and is the same order of magnitude with
the Gd compound, the temperature dependence cannot be
explained by skew scattering or the anomalous Hall eAect.
However, localization of the carriers or a two-band model
may explain the behavior.

The thermoelectric power for both materials is plotted
in Fig. 3; as expected, S=O in the superconducting state.
Above T, the thermopower is, in both cases, roughly tem-
perature independent and relatively small. From several
experiments on these and related compounds, we find a
correlation between the magnitude of S and oxygen-defect
concentration y. Consequently, we cannot rule out the
possibility that the diA'ering magnitudes of S for
YBaqCu307 ~ and GdBa2Cu307-~ simply reflect varia-
tions in y. Interestingly, the temperature dependence of S
(above T, ) is qualitatively similar to that found in strong-
ly correlated electron materials.

The weakly temperature-dependent magnetic suscepti-
bility for two Yaa2Cu307 ~ samples is displayed in Fig.
4. The small decrease of X around 240 K is unexplained at
present, and the smooth decrease of X at T, approached
from above may reflect the onset of superconducting fluc-
tuations. The susceptibility curves are representative of
several measurements but are in disagreement with the
earlier results of Cava et al. who found Curie-Weiss be-
havior. Recent magnetic susceptibility measurements by
Junod et al. indicate that these earlier results may be as-
sociated with the presence of a small amount of second
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FIG. 3. ThermoPower S vs temPerature for YBa2Cu307 —y

and GdBa2Cu307 —y ~ The decrease of S to zero signals the su-

perconducting transition.

phase, most likely BaCu02.
The temperature dependence of the critical field H, 2

has already been reported. The critical field slope de-
pends on the criterion which defines T„with the 90%
point gi~ing dH, 2/dT ~ r, =3-6 T/K and dH, 2/dT ~ r
=1-1.5 T/K for the 50% point in the two materials.

We analyze the transport and magnetic data in the gen-
eral way that has proven to be useful for establishing the
importance of electron-electron and/or electron-phonon
interactions in various groups of materials, such as
heavy-fermion systems or linear-chain conductors. Possi-
ble anisotropy eff'ects will be neglected. Furthermore, be-
cause of the small-band filling, we use free-electron ex-
pressions for the various transport and thermodynamic
properties, beginning with an estimation of the carrier
density which will be needed later.

The room-temperature Hall coefficient gives, through
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FIG. 2. Hall coefficient RH (left vertical scale) and calculat-
ed carrier density n (right vertical scale) for GdBa2Cu307 —~ as
functions of temperature. The carrier density is calculated from
the single-band expression and lines are drawn as guides for the
eyes. RH(T) can be expressed as const/T when T & 100 K (see
text). In the measurement, the applied magnetic field ranged
from 0 to 8 T.

FIG. 4. Measured magnetic susceptibility of two YBa2-
Cu307 —y samples taken from a single large pellet as a function
of temperature. The inset shows results of shielding diamagne-
tism (temperature increasing) and Meissner effect (temperature
decreasing) experiments on one of the samples. Measurements
above T, were performed in a 4-kG applied field and below T, in

100 G.
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the standard expression R~ =(nec) ', 1.7 holes/unit cell,
and, consequently, n = 0.6/Cu site. The composition
ABa2Cu307-~ (y =0) corresponds to n =0.33/Cu site by
electron counting arguments (A +, Ba +, Cu +, and
0 ). At T=100 K, we obtain n=0. 2/Cu site (y=0.2).
For an uncorrelated metal with a single wide band, R~ is
expected to be temperature independent. The same is true
for a correlated-electron band with an on-site Coulomb in-
teraction energy U, the same order of magnitude as the
bandwidth 8t, where t is the transfer integral. Conse-
quently, neither of these descriptions can explain the
temperature-dependent Hall constant, although we note
that the behavior is not unique (e.g. , R~ —T in the
linear-chain conductor tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyano-
quinodimethane. )

The positive thermopower also demonstrates that con-
duction is by holes. The overall magnitude and tempera-
ture dependence suggest that the materials are not simple
uncorrelated metals, for which S would be small and pro-
portional to the temperature. We note that S is also tem-
perature independent in the (LaBa) 2Cu04 compounds
and that this behavior can be explained in terms of rather
strong Coulomb correlations.

The mean free path l of the charge carriers can be es-
timated now from available parameters. The electrical
conductivity a =ne I/mvp and Fermi velocity v~=(A/
m)(3x n) 'i can be combined with the measured quanti-
ties (p=250 pQcm, n=3. 5x10 '/cm at 100 K, and
p=500 pAcm, n=10.2X10 '/cm at 300 K) to give
mean free paths of 22 and 5 A for temperatures of 100
and 300 K, respectively. This characteristic length scale
is comparable to the unit-cell dimensions. Such a short
mean free path is typical of correlated transport, and we
will see evidence for this in the thermodynamic properties
as well.

The full bandwidth can be estimated from optical mea-
surements of the plasma frequency

2 4zne
Mp

=
m

together with the carrier density from the Hall constant.
Results for the Y compound yield co~ = 3 eV/ii, ' giving
an optical effective mass ratio of m*/m =0.5(1.5) at
T =100 K (300 K). The transfer integral

a-4 A
2m a

is calculated to be t =2750 K (for m* =m), so that the
optical bandwidth (in two dimensions) is D =8t =3.6 eV
(1.2 eV) at 100 K (300 K).

The nearly temperature-independent magnetic suscepti-
bility of YBa2Cu307 —y can be interpreted as Pauli
paramagnetism in which

2 3P
Zp =Pg

28F

The values of n inferred from Hall measurements lead to
calculated values of Z~ (100 K) =3.6X10 emu/mole
and X~ (300 K) =5X10 emu/mole. Correcting for the

core contribution of —1.7&&10 emu/mole results in a
measured value of 5.6X10 emu/mole Y, indicating an
enhancement ratio g of the measured susceptibility with
respect to the calculated value of

ri= 1 1 (300 K) to 16 (100 K),

which is comparable to moderately heavy-fermion com-
pounds such as U6Fe. " This behavior can be described by
a renormalized transfer integral r

' (and associated band-
width) through

t ' = t / ri = 14 me V (T =300 K) to 28meV (T = 100 K) .

Although direct measurements of the Sommerfeld
coefficient y are not available, the free-electron expression
y=z k&X~/3pg gives 40 mJ/mole Y K calculated from
the measured susceptibility. This agrees qualitatively
with y estimated from the specific-heat jump at T„
y=27 mJ/mole Y K . The temperature dependence of
the upper critical field in the dirty limit is dH, 2/dT
=4.48 X 10 yp (6/K). Taking p =250 p 0 cm and
dH, 2/dT=3T/K leads to 28 mJ/mole K, again in quite
good agreement with previous estimates. We conclude
that the magnetic susceptibility and the Sommerfeld
coefficient are enhanced by a similar amount and that the
Wilson ratio (for T=T, ) is close to unity (also true in
many heavy-fermion systems).

We find that the positively charged carriers in the oxide
superconductors have a large, temperature-dependent
eAective mass, together with a rather small mean free
path. Both of these properties are consistent with corre-
lated electron behavior. The Coulomb correlation
1 —

ri
'=

—,
' Un( ps) gives for the on-site repulsion U=5

eV (3.5 eV) at 100 K (300 K), which is comparable with
the bandwidth and could be checked by optical methods
as, for example, in the organic conductors. ' The
paramagnetic susceptibility and Sommerfeld coefficient
are enhanced by approximately the same amount. If
electron-phonon interactions are important in these ma-
terials, we expect y to be enhanced relative to Xp by a fac-
tor (1+X), where X is the usual electron-phonon coupling
constant. Therefore, our results suggest that X at T=100
K is not much greater than order unity. We note that
within the framework of theories of conventional super-
conductivity, large values for the electron-phonon cou-
pling (—10) would be required to account for supercon-
ductive pairing at temperatures approaching 100 K. ' In
this same context we should point out that electron-
phonon coupling is expected to be a strongly decreasing
function of T/BD so that at T =0, X could be considerably
larger than unity. '"

Finally, we note that the necessarily crude analysis em-
ployed neglects several important factors, among these an-
isotropy eff'ects are probably the most important, together
with possible two-band eff'ects which may explain the tem-
perature dependence of the Hall constant and thermo-
power. These factors, however, do not modify our main
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conclusion about the importance of electron-electron
correlations which are central to several emerging
theories' of superconductive pairing in these materials.
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